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1 Introduction
Reduplication is well-attested across languages and is well-studied in theoretical
linguistics. Typological work on reduplication has uncovered multiple different
forms and positions for reduplication (Moravcsik 1978; Rubino 2005). However,
reduplication is difficult to handle in computational & mathematical linguistics be-
cause of the high computational complexity of copying. This means that the state-
of-the-art on computational morphology treats reduplication as being beyond the
power of finite-state machinery. In this paper, we argue that this is false.

Although commonly-used finite-state machinery cannot handle reduplication,
we show that a certain understudied and enriched type of finite-state machinery can
model virtually all reduplication patterns. This type of transducer is a 2-way finite-
state transducer (2-way FST) (Hopcroft & Ullman 1969; Engelfriet & Hoogeboom
2001) which has the additional power of being able to read its input more than once.

In this paper, we first discuss the use of finite-state technology in modelling
phonology and morphology (§2). We show how state-of-the-art finite-state tech-
nology struggles with modelling reduplication in section (§3). We then introduce
2-way finite-state transducers and describe how they can be used to model redu-
plication (§4), both total (§4.1) and partial (§4.2). We show that virtually the en-
tire typology of reduplication can be modeled with 2-way FSTs (§5), though some
problems arise with potential over-generation (§5.1) and under-generation (§5.2).
We conclude in (§6).

2 Finite-state technology in morphology & phonology
Phonological and morphological processes can be modeled using various theoret-
ical and descriptive tools. For example, post-nasal consonant voicing is a com-
mon phonological process. This process can be defined in multiple ways. From
a descriptive angle, it can be described prosaically as in (1). Another descriptive
tool is to represent this process using a mathematical relation or an infinite set of
input-output pairs as in (2). From a theoretical angle, this process can likewise be
described using either rewrite rules (3) or OT constraints (4).

1. Prose: consonants are voiced when they appear after nasals
2. Infinite set of UR-SR pairs: {(anpa, anba), (anba, anba), ...}
3. Rules: [+cons]→ [+voice] / N _
4. Constraints: *NT » IDENT(VOICE)

The theoretical models differ from the descriptive models in that the former
assume various theory-dependent premises, tools, and conceptual implications (e.g.
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serialism vs. parallelism). The descriptive tools lack such dependency. They merely
state what is going on in the language.

In computational and mathematical linguistics, phonology and morphology are
modeled using tools that are more descriptive than they are theoretical. These tools
are Finite-State Accepters (FSAs) and Transducers (FSTs) (Roche & Schabes 1997;
Beesley & Karttunen 2003; Roark & Sproat 2007; Chandlee 2014). FSAs are used
to model phonological or morphological constraints on well-formedness, e.g. an
FSA that models the ban on nasal-consonant sequences or *NT. In contrast, FSTs
are used to model transformations from input to output. FSTs are the main focus of
this paper. An example FST for post-nasal voicing is provided in Figure (1).

q0start q1

q2

qf
o:o

T:T, D:D, V:V

N:NV:V, D:D, T:D

N:N

n:n

n:n

Figure 1: FST for post-nasal voicing

In the above FST, the symbols o,n denote word boundaries. The FST assumes
each input is flanked with these two word-boundaries. The other symbols in the FST
denote disjoint phonological natural classes: N for nasals, D for voiced obstruents,
T for voiceless obstruents, V for vowels.

An example derivation for /obampin/→/obambin/ is illustrated in Table (2).
Each tuple consists of four parts: input string, output string, current state, transi-
tion. In the input string, we underline the input symbol which FST will read next.
The output string is what the FST has outputted up to that point. The symbol λ
marks the empty string. The current state is what state the FST is currently in. The
transition represents the used transition arc from input to output. In the first tuple,
there is no transition arc used (N/A). But for other tuples, the form of the arc is:

input state
input symbol:output string−−−−−−−−−−−−→ output state
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Outputting well-formed inputs
1. (obampin, λ, q0, N/A )
2. (obampin, o, q1, q0

o:o−−→ q1)
3. (obampin, ob, q1, q1

D:D−−→ q1)
4. (obampin, oba, q1, q1

V:V−−→ q1)
Applying voicing and finishing

5. (obampin, obam, q2, q1
N:N−−→ q2)

6. (obampin, obamb, q1, q2
T:D−−→ q1)

7. (obampin, obambi, q1, q1
V:V−−→ q1)

8. (obampin, obambin, qf ,q1
n:n−−→ qf )

Table 1: Derivation of /obampin/→[obambin]

Virtually all known phonological transformations and morphological processes
can be modeled with finite-state transducers (Kaplan & Kay 1994; Beesley & Kart-
tunen 2003). Furthermore, many types of phonological transformations and mor-
phological processes do not require the full power of finite-state transducers. Their
complexity is low enough that they can instead be used with certain weaker sub-
classes of FSTs (Chandlee 2014). This list of processes includes local phonotactic
repairs, long-distant vowel harmony, long-distant consonant harmony, long-distant
dissimilation, concatenative affixation (prefixation and affixation), infixation, stress
assignment, among others.

The only robust exception is (total) reduplication. This is because FSTs have
a finite memory. Having a finite memory is adequate to model most phonological
processes (as listed above), but not reduplication because what is copied can be of
an unbounded size. This is discussed in the next section.

3 Reduplication with (conventional) finite-state technology
The typology of reduplication can be roughly split into two categories: partial redu-
plication and total reduplication. Each type of reduplication brings with it different
problems for finite-state treatments which are described below.

3.1 Modelling partial reduplication
Partial reduplication is a common cross-linguistic morphological process (Rubino
2005). For example in Ilokano (Austronesian), initial-CV partial reduplication ac-
companies prefixation with si- to mark the idea of "covered with, filled with" (Hayes
& Abad 1989:357):
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Input Gloss Output Gloss
liNget "perspiration" si-li∼liNPet "covered with perspiration"
buneN "kind of knife" si-bu∼buneN "covered with perspiration"
pandiliN "skirt" si-pa∼pandiliN "wearing a skirt"
roPot "leaves, litter" si-ro∼roPot "covered with litter"

Table 2: Input-output pairs for partial reduplication in Ilokano

Partial reduplication can be modeled with FSTs if there is a maximum size for
the reduplicant (Roark & Sproat 2007; Chandlee & Heinz 2012). In the case of
Ilokano, this maximum size is 21. However, the purpose of this section will not be
to construct a complete FST for the above Ilokano data but to show the problems
that arise when one tries to do that.

To illustrate, assume there is a similar initial-CV partial reduplication process
in the hypothetical language NotIlokano. Unlike in Ilokano, the partial reduplica-
tion in NotIlokano isn’t triggered by any prefix. NotIlokano likewise has a small
phoneme inventory or alphabet Σ = {p, t, a}. Hypothetical input-output pairs for
NotIlokano reduplication are provided in Table (3):

Input Output
pat pa∼pat
patap pa∼patap
tap ta∼tap
tapat ta∼pat

Table 3: Input-output pairs for partial reduplication in Ilokano

The FST in Figure (2) models this partial reduplication pattern for NotIlokano.
The symbol ∼ marks the reduplicant-base boundary. The symbol σ stands for any
segment in the phoneme inventory (σ ∈ Σ).

1For simplicity, we set aside cases where the reduplicant copies a complex onset making the
size of the reduplicant be 3: /jyaket/ "jacket" → [si-jya-jyaket] "wearing a jacket". Whether the
reduplicant is of size 2 or 3 doesn’t make a difference for our illustrative purposes.
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q0start q1

q2

q3

q4 qf
o:o

t:t

p:p

a:a∼ta

a:a∼pa

σ : σ

n:n

Figure 2: FST for initial-CV reduplication for NotIlokano with alphabet Σ =
{p, t, a}

An example derivation for /opatan/→[opa∼patan] using the above FST is
provided in Table (3.1).

Outputting reduplicant and part of base
1. (opatan, λ, q0, N/A )
2. (opatan, o, q1, q0

o:o−−→ q1)
3. (opatan, op, q3, q1

p:p−→ q3)
4. (opatan, opa∼pa, q4, q3

a:a∼pa−−−→ q4)
Outputting rest of base

5. (opatan, opa∼pat, q4, q4
σ:σ−−→ q4)

6. (opatan, opa∼pata, q4, q4
σ:σ−−→ q4)

7. (opatan, opa∼patan, qf , q4
V:V−−→ qf )

Table 4: Derivation of /opatan/→[opa∼patan]

Although the above FST can handle initial-CV reduplication for the hypotheti-
cal language NotIlokano with a small phoneme inventory or alphabet, the problem
is when the phoneme inventory of the language increases. If the phoneme inventory
of NotIlokano was increased to include an additional consonant, Σ = {p, t, a, k},
our FST will include an additional state qk to handle a reduplicant with a k as its
consonant as in Figure (3).
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q0start q1

q2

q5

q3

q4 qf
o:o

t:t

p:p

a:a∼ta

a:a∼pa

σ : σ

n:nk:k a:a∼ka

Figure 3: FST for initial-CV reduplication for NotIlokano with a larger alphabet
Σ = {p, t, a, k}

The problem exacerbates once we include the entire phoneme inventory of a
real language (Ilokano) into NotIlokano. Furthermore, in the above example FSTs,
the reduplicant was of a fixed size of 2 because it was initial-CV reduplication. If
we were to model a partial reduplication pattern which had a larger reduplicant, e.g.
initial-CVCV reduplication, then the number of states increases even further.

Thus, partial reduplication can be modeled with FSTs if there is a maximum
limit on the reduplicant’s size. However the problem is that relatively large size of
the alphabet (phoneme inventory) and the size of the reduplicant can cause an ex-
plosion of states. Because of this state explosion, FSTs are considered inelegant and
burdensome models for partial reduplication (Roark & Sproat 2007:54). Further-
more, theoretical linguists conceive partial reduplication as a process of copying
segments across morpheme boundaries in order to fill a prosodic template (Marantz
1982), however some argue that the FST doesn’t actually copy the segments. It
instead remembers what all the possible reduplicants could be:

"The model is naive in that it simply remembers what was inserted,
and then imposes the requirement that the base match appropriately."
(Roark & Sproat 2007:54)

It is debatable whether FSTs capture partial reduplication in a concrete way that
matches the linguist’s intuitions.

3.2 Modelling total reduplication
A more serious problem is that of total reduplication. Bluntly put, no FST can
model (productive) total reduplication. This is because total reduplication involves
copying a string of symbols (reduplicant) which can be of an unbounded size. How-
ever, for the FST to copy an unbounded number of segments, it needs to use an un-
bounded number of states in order to remember each segment. This unbounded or
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infinite number of states cannot be modeled with an finite-state transducer because
an infinite number of states is not finite-state2.

Although total reduplication cannot be modeled with finite-state transducers,
computational morphologists have proposed multiple tools and strategies to model
total reduplication as much as they can (Hulden 2009; Beesley & Karttunen 2003;
Walther 2000). These various strategies are finite-state approximations because
they impose certain restrictions on total reduplication which are not linguistically
realistic. Two common restrictions are that the base (or input UR) has a bounded
size or that there’s a finite number of words or bases that undergo total reduplication.
This makes total reduplication be construed as a process that maps a finite number
of inputs (bases) into a finite number of outputs (reduplicant+base complexes).
These restrictions cause total reduplication to be treated as a non-productive pro-
cess, but as a process of memorizing a finite number of pairs of words (Roark &
Sproat 2007).

In sum, total reduplication is outside the scope of FSTs, while partial reduplica-
tion can be modeled with FSTs but inelegantly.

4 Reduplication with two-way finite-state technology
The contribution of this paper is not to show that the above-used FSTs cannot ad-
equately handle natural language reduplication. This result has been known since
the early years of computational morphology (Culy 1985). The contribution of
this paper is to show that there exists a class of finite-state transducers which can
handle reduplication. These transducers are called 2-way finite-state transducers
(2-way FSTs) (Engelfriet & Hoogeboom 2001; Savitch 1982). These 2-way FSTs
are strictly more powerful than the type of transducers we had described above.
They more powerful because they can read the input tape multiple times and move
left or right on it (hence 2-way). This is in contrast to the more conventionally
used transducers (which we have used so far) which read the input only once and
only from left to right. Because of their restriction, what we had simply called
FSTs in the beginning of the paper are more accurately labeled as 1-way finite-state
transducers.

In this section we describe 2-way FSTs and illustrate how they can be used to
model total reduplication (§4.1) and partial reduplication (§4.1).

4.1 Total reduplication
Total reduplication is a fairly common morphological process despite its computa-
tional complexity. For example in Indonesian, plurality is marked by copying the
entire stem (Cohn 1989):

2In terms of formal language theory, the output language total reduplication (reduplicant+base
constructions) is analogous to the language {ww|w ∈ Σ∗} (Albro 2000; Albro 2005). This language
is not regular by the pumping lemma and therefore can’t be modeled by an FST.
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input gloss output gloss
buku ‘book’ buku∼buku ‘books’
wanita ‘woman’ wanita∼wanita ‘women’
hak ‘right’ hak∼hak ‘right’
k@ra ‘donkey’ k@ra∼k@ra ‘donkeys’

Table 5: Input-output pairs for total reduplication in Indonesian.

As said, 2-way FSTs are more powerful than 1-way FSTs. Any transformation
that can be modeled with a 1-way FST can be modeled with a 2-way FST. But the
reverse is not true. This is because unlike a 1-way FST, a 2-way FST can model
(productive) total reduplication. The 2-way FST TR in Figure (4) models total redu-
plication.

q0start q1

q2 q3 qf

o:o+1

Σ : Σ : +1

n:∼: −1

Σ : ε : −1
o:ε : +1

σ : Σ : +1

n:n:+1

Figure 4: TR: a 2-way FST for total reduplication

In TR (Figure 4), σ stands for any symbol in our phoneme inventory or alphabet,
e.g. σ ∈ Σ. The transition arcs in a 2-way FST include an additional direction
variable. This variable tells the 2-way FST if it should move left on the input tape
(-1), right on the input tape (+1), or stay in the same position on the input tape (0).
To describe TR’s behavior in prose, TR operates by:

1. reading the input tape once from left to right in order to output the reduplicant
(or the first copy),

2. going back to the start of the input tape by moving left until the start boundary
o is reached,

3. reading the input tape once more from left to right in order to output the base
(or the second copy).

Using the transducer TR, an example derivation for /obukun/→[obuku∼bukun]
is provided in Table (4.1).
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Outputting reduplicant
1. (obukun, λ, q0 , N/A)
2. (obukun, o, q1, q0

o:o−−→
+1

q1)

3. (obukun, ob, q1, q1
σ:σ−−→
+1

q1)

4. (obukun, obu, q1, q1
σ:σ−−→
+1

q1)

5. (obukun, obuk, q1, q1
σ:σ−−→
+1

q1)

6. (obukun, obuku, q1, q1
σ:σ−−→
+1

q1)

Going back to the start of the tape
7. (obukun, obuku∼, q2, q1

n:∼−−→
-1

q2)

8. (obukun, obuku∼, q2, q2
σ:ε−→
-1

q2)

9. (obukun, obuku∼, q2, q2
σ:ε−→
-1

q2)

10. (obukun, obuku∼, q2, q2
σ:ε−→
-1

q2)

11. ( obukun, obuku∼, q2, q2
σ:ε−→
-1

q2)

Outputting the base
12. ( obukun, obuku∼, q3, q2

o:ε−→
+1

q3)

13. ( obukun, obuku∼b, q3, q3
σ:σ−−→
+1

q3)

14. ( obukun, obuku∼bu, q3, q3
σ:σ−−→
+1

q3)

15. ( obukun, obuku∼buk, q3, q3
σ:σ−−→
+1

q3)

16. ( obukun, obuku∼buku, q3, q3
σ:σ−−→
+1

q3)

17. ( obukun, obuku∼bukun, qf , q3
n:n−−→
+1

qf )

Table 6: Derivation of /obukun/→[obuku∼bukun]

To encode direction, the tuples in (4.1) are now of the form:

input state
input symbol:output string−−−−−−−−−−−−→

direction
output state

where direction can be either -1 (move to left), +1 (move to right), or 0 (stay in the
same spot).

4.2 Partial reduplication
Another illustration comes from Agta, an Austronesian language spoken in the
Philippines (Healey 1960). The reduplicant is an initial sequence of CVC or VC
sequence. Theoretically this can be understood as the reduplicant copying enough
segments from the base to fill a heavy syllable template. If the base cannot provide
an onset, then the reduplicant surfaces without an onset. Data and description are
from Moravcsik (1978:311), Marantz (1982:439), Inkelas & Zoll (2005:502) who
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ultimately cite Healey (1960):

Input Gloss Output Gloss
takki "leg" tak-takki "legs"
uffu "thigh" uf-uffu "thighs"
ulu "head" ul∼ulu "heads"

Table 7: Input-output pairs for initial-CVC reduplication in Agta

A 2-way FST for Agta is provided in Figure (5).

q0start q1 q2 q3

q4 q5 qf

o:o:+1 C:C:+1

V:V:+1

V:V:+1

C:C:-1

σ : ε : −1
o:ε : +1

σ : σ : +1

n:n:+1

Figure 5: 2-way FST for Agta initial-CVC reduplication

As before, we provide an example derivation for /otakkin/→[otak∼takkin]
in Table (8).
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Outputting reduplicant
1. (otakkin, λ, q0, N/A )
2. (otakkin, o, q1, q0

o:o−−→
+1

q1)

3. (otakkin, ot, q2, q1
C:C−−→
+1

q2)

4. (otakkin, ota, q3, q2
V:V−−→
+1

q3)

5. (otakkin, otak, q4, q3
C:C−−→
-1

q4)

Going back to the start of the tape
6. (otakkin, otak, q4, q4

σ:ε−→
-1

q4)

7. (otakkin, otak, q4, q4
σ:ε−→
-1

q4)

Outputting the base
8. (otakkin, otak∼, q5, q4

o:∼−−→
+1

q5)

9. (otakkin, otak∼t, q5, q5
σ:σ−−→
+1

q5)

10. (otakkin, otak∼ta, q5, q5
σ:σ−−→
+1

q5)

11. (otakkin, otak∼tak, q5, q5
σ:σ−−→
+1

q5)

12. (otakkin, otak∼takk, q5, q5
σ:σ−−→
+1

q5)

13. (otakkin, otak∼takki, q5, q5
σ:σ−−→
+1

q5)

14. (otakkin, otak∼takkin, qf , q5
n:n−−→
+1

qf )

Table 8: Derivation of /otakkin/→[otak∼takkin]

5 Typology of reduplication and problems
Theoretical and descriptive linguists have amassed data on reduplication in hun-
dreds of languages (Moravcsik 1978; Rubino 2005; Inkelas & Downing 2015a)
from multiple theoretical perspectives (McCarthy & Prince 1995; Raimy 2000;
Frampton 2009; Inkelas & Zoll 2005; Downing 2006; Samuels 2010; McCarthy
et al. 2012). Although a diversity of reduplicative forms and patterns have been
described in the literature, virtually all of them can be described with 2-way FSTs,
including cases of opacity (McCarthy & Prince 1995), non-local reduplication (Rig-
gle 2004), internal reduplication (Broselow & McCarthy 1983), the emergence of
the unmarked (TETU) effects (McCarthy & Prince 1995), among others.

Problematic aspects though come in two forms:

• over-generation: 2-way FSTs can easily describe reduplication processes that
are rare or unattested.
• under-generation: 2-way FSTs cannot describe certain aspects of reduplica-

tion unless additional power or information is provided to the machine.

We discuss each of these two problems below.
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5.1 "Over-generation" with 2-way FSTs
Over-generation examples include the fact that a 2-way FST can copy any speci-
fied substring for a specified number of times and place it at any specified location.
This is because 2-way FSTs are mathematical translations of reduplication, not the-
ories of reduplication. A 2-way FST can easily reduplication patterns which are
either marginally attested or unattested. For example, it can produce triplication,
quadruplication, or n-reduplication for any natural number n. It can likewise pro-
duce the Hamilton-Kager conundrum in which both the base and reduplicant are
truncated. Some of these over-generation cases are marginally attested in natural
language, e.g. quadruplication in Twi (Moravcsik 1978:313), the Hamilton-Kager
conundrum in English celebrity nickname formation (Inkelas 2014:139). Others
are completely unattested in natural language, e.g. copying the first syllable which
contains a mid vowel and place it at the beginning of the word. An example of
this process would be /budugiremakopu/→[re∼budugiremakopu] where the copied
syllable is underlined. We refrain from providing an example 2-way FST for space
reasons.

However, this over-generation problem, especially n-reduplication, is inevitable
for a mathematical or computational approach which seeks to capture productive
reduplication. This is because the tools needed to copy a string at least once can
be used again to copy it again and again up to some pre-specified number of times.
To restrict a 2-way FST in order to not capture such processes would be to impose
various cognitive biases which favor copying up to some number n. A case in point
is the relative scarcity of triplication in spoken language (e.g. Thao (Blust 2001)),
but it’s ubiquity in sign language (e.g. ASL (Wilbur 2005)). Similarly, certain tar-
gets for copying are perceptually or psycho-linguistically more salient or prominent
for humans (Samuels 2010), e.g. copying the first syllable instead of the pen-initial
syllable, which is why easily find initial-CV reduplication in natural languages but
rarely if ever find reduplication targeting a pen-initial syllable. Therefore, both the
number of times that 2-way FST is made to copy and the target of the copying
are external factors. All that matters for the 2-way FST is that it can copy what it
is designed to copy. Building into it biases or restrictions to only copy up to two
times for spoken language or three times for sign language is a fallacy because it
assumes that the mathematical formalisms must exactly correspond to our linguistic
intuitions of how natural language operates (Potts & Pullum 2002:375).

5.2 "Under-generation" with 2-way FSTs
On the other hand, 2-way FST may "under-generate" (depending on how you see
it). Reduplication occurs at the interface of morphology & phonology. As such,
it is sensitive to properties of both the lexical system and the phonetic/perceptual
systems. These systems have to be encoded into the 2-way FSTs someway in order
to capture effects such as morphological copying or anti-homophony.

Morphological copying is when the input to the copying mechanism isn’t a
string of phonological segments but a more abstract morphological entity, i.e. a
morpheme or morphosyntactic feature bundle (Inkelas & Zoll 2005). A case of mor-
phological copying occurs in Sye (Austronesian) (Inkelas & Zoll 2005:52). In Sye,
total reduplication is used to mark intensification, e.g. omol ‘fall’ → omol∼omol
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‘fall all over’. Separate from reduplication, a stem may have multiple suppletive
allomorphs used in different morphological contexts. For example, the abstract
morpheme

√
FALL has two allomorphs amol & omol such that amol is used after

future and certain other tense morphemes while omol is used elsewhere. When total
reduplication applies in a context that requires using one of the allomorphs, we can
have an allomorph mismatch between the two copies: /FUT-

√
FALL-RED/→[cw-

amol∼omol] ‘they will fall all over’ and not *[cw-omol∼omol] or *[cw-amol∼amol].
In this case, the copies are not in phonological correspondence because they are dif-
ferent allomorphs of the same morpheme. What was copied was an abstract mor-
pheme

√
FALL. Its two copies were later spell-out as two different allomorphs3.

Other cases of copying operating on abstract morphological entities can be found
in Inkelas & Downing (2015a); Inkelas & Downing (2015b); Hyman et al. (2009).
Cases of morphological copying can be modeled with a 2-way FST that copies an
abstract pre-spelled-out morphological entity, e.g. a root morpheme

√
FALL or

a root index (Harley 2014) both of which can be represented as a string of (non-
phonological) symbols. This is followed by an FST that models spell-out such that
it is equipped with knowledge over what all the finite pairs of morphemes and their
allomorphs are4.

Another case of potential under-generation is when reduplication is affected by
anti-homophony constraints or haplology, i.e. when reduplication is blocked be-
cause it would create a sequence of identical syllables or feet that is dis-preferred
by speakers (Nevins 2012). For example in Kanuri (Moravcsik 1978:313), total
reduplication is used to form glossonyms: /kan@mbu/→ [kan@mbu∼kan@mbu] "lan-
guage of the Kanembu tribe". However reduplication is blocked if it creates a se-
quence of identical syllables/feet: /karekare/→*[karekare∼karekare] "language of
the Karekare tribe". A 2-way FST can encode this requirement that the input must
not itself be a sequence of identical syllables or feet. However that would require
that the 2-way FST knows what all the finitely possible sequences of syllables and
feet are in the language5. A potential alternative to this problem can be using a copy-
and-filter mechanism (Golston 1995). The 2-way FST would handle the copying.
The output of the copying process would be fed to a phonological system which
would filter out any homophonous sequences of syllables or feet.

In sum, although virtually the entire typology of reduplication can be described
with a 2-way FST, there are complications once reduplication interfaces with other
systems (under-generation). Some conceptual problems likewise arise with over-
generation of 2-way FSTs because of the power that they require to handle copying
in the first place.

3Note that the status of morphological copying in Sye is controversial (Frampton 2009).
4We assume the number of underlying morphemes and their surface allomorphs in the lexicon (at

any point in time) is finite. An FST which handles spell-out would resemble the lexical transducer
used in the xfst finite-state package (Beesley & Karttunen 2003)

5It is possible to argue that the Kanuri input stems which contain a repeated syllable or feet like
/(kare)(kare)/ are underlyingly already reduplicated via lexical reduplication /(kare)+RED/. Such
arguments have been brought up for similar haplology effects in Manam (Buckley 1997). From this
approach, there is then no haplology problem for 2-way FSTs.
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6 Conclusion
To conclude, although conventional finite-state technology (i.e. 1-way FSTs) can
adequately and productively capture most morpho-phonological processes, it has
problems with reduplication. In some cases, the process can be modeled with 1-
way FSTs but it makes the machine be unwieldy (partial reduplication). In other
cases, the 1-way FST cannot model the process at all (total reduplication). In con-
trast, an enriched type of finite-state transducer can model virtually all reduplicative
processes. This transducer is a 2-way finite-state transducer. Given this fact, future
research will go look into whether there are subclasses of 2-way finite-state trans-
ducers which can correspond to different areas in the typology of reduplication.
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